
                                   SPEAKY



Speaky

I can hop, I can fly,

I can learn to speak,

I fly high up in the sky

With a nice song in my beak!

I can hop, I can fly,

I can learn to speak,

They say I am a funny guy

Always laughing like a freak!

I can hop, I can fly,

I can learn to speak,

I´m a sly and nosy super spy,

Out of everywhere I peek!

Listen to the song and look at the illustration. What do you think the song is about?





 First cut out your COOL CARDS, play PEXESO with them and then join these pictures to the expressions in red :





As you can see Speaky can do many great things… Do you know that if you really want 
to you can do anything you wish?

Use your Cool Cards and make these sentences in pictures:

I can hop in the sky.

I can fly out of the sky.

I can fly everywhere.

A nosy super spy can fly.

A funny freak can hop.

A sly guy can hop out of my beak.

A laughing super spy can hop everywhere.

A nosy super spy and a funny guy can hop in the sky.

A sly superspy and a nosy freak can fly everywhere,

They can peek out of the sky.



WHAT CAN/CAN´T YOU DO?
Say: I can/can´t……... .



NOW USE ALL YOUR COOL CARDS AND MAKE 6 MORE SENTENCES IN PICTURES 
AND THEN WRITE THEM DOWN HERE:



In Cool Animal School you can do just about anything you wish! What 
will be your special ability? And what can you experience with it? 
Draw yourself enjoying this experience and the place/scenery (use 
a black felt tip pen or ink). Colour with watercolours.

If you had the chance to be able to do anything in the world, what 
would it be? Why? Could it help anyone, too? Write a short story 
about it.

Make a group of 3 people. What are your speical abilities? What can 
you experience together thanks to them? Perform a little theatre 
play about it.
 

Speaky, and his other bird friends love to sing! Listen to their songs 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
app=desktop&feature=emb_rel_pause&v=RHnzqKfxSQw. And I bet 
you will understand the birds language (at least here in Cool Animal 
School)! Please tell us what they are singing about pick 4 of them)... 
Are they happy songs? Or sad? What are they about?



GAME: Play “Speaky says”: 
One child talks about some 
activity (hop, fly, kiss, paint, 
dance, etc.) and the other 
children have to act out the 
activity, but only when the 
“leading” child says 
“SPEAKY SAYS”. When 
he/she says only the 
activity word, then the child 
who is performing it quits.



Ask someone you like: What is the most special thing you can do? Can it be helpful 
for someone else, too? Make notes (written or drawn) about it here:



NOW LET´S PLAY WITH YOUR COOL CARDS AND RAINBOW CARDS (please 
see the attached instructions):

1) MATCHING

2) PEXESO  

3) BINGO

4) GUESS THE PICTURE!

5) COOL STORIES

6) CRAZY STORIES

7) SURPRISE STORIES

8) ACT IT OUT!

9) I KNOW WHAT YOU MEAN!







DID YOU KNOW…?

Use the set of attached learning materials to get to 
know more about all the fascinating things around us! 
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